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Executive Summary
The Kennesaw State University mailroom on the Marietta Campus is utilized by faculty and
students to receive letter mail alongside packages that are delivered directly to the university.
The team decided to enhance the mailroom and their way of processing mail and serving their
customers. For the best interest of the mailroom, the team went on to implement a Locker
System, Appointment/ Card Reader System, as well as office space improvements guided by the
Lean Six Sigma concept of 6s. As a result of putting forward these ideals, it was apparent that
students and faculty were supportive of the Locker system and Appointment/ Card Reader
System. Since the ultimate customers of the mailroom are students and faculty, it is beneficial for
the mailroom to understand the voice of their customer, that way the mailroom can better serve
them. From this, it was concluded that as the customer voice is particularly important, the voice
of the employee is just as vital. The mailroom employees were receptive to change and gave
constructive feedback that was critical to enhancing the mailroom office space and process.
Therefore, to produce any system that will benefit a customer, the employee must be familiar
with the system which will create efficiency within the facility resulting in superb customer
service received by the customer.
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Chapter 1: The Project
1.1 Introduction:
During the Spring Semester of 2021, this project was started as a Senior project to better
Kennesaw State University. For this project, the team consists of four members, Kailyn McLeod,
Raven Pierson, Gabi Tawil, and Brett Teems. From the start of this project, several potential
solutions were found to meet the goals of the project. Of these potential solutions, one or more
will be solved to increase the likelihood that the goals of the project are completed.
1.2 Objective:
In this project, there are several objectives, or goals, that the project team wants to complete to
meet the team’s sponsor for the project. The main goal of the project is to reduce the time a
package is held in storage. Yet, if the team can complete additional objectives, the team will
attempt to do so. Another objective the project team would like to achieve is a reduction in wait
times for faculty and students that use the Kennesaw State University Marietta campus mailroom
to pick up packages, to achieve a higher level of customer satisfaction.
1.3 Project Background:
Mark Tankell is the supervisor of the mailroom on the Marietta Campus of KSU. The current
process that’s in place starts with associates scanning packages into the package computer
system. From there, packages are sorted by size. If packages are small to large as well as being
the only package that student has, then it is placed in the locker system. If the packages are small
to large and are the second or greater number of packages that student has, it is placed in the
mailroom for face-to-face pick up. If the lockers are too full, then packages are placed in the
mailroom for face to face pick up. Students are sent 2 email notifications: one initial email and
one follow-up email. During a face-to-face pick up, students give the attendant their student ID
to find their packages. From there, the mailroom staff will scan the package out of the package
computer system and the student will receive their package.
1.4 Problem Statement:
The objective of this project is to optimize the mailroom processes by identifying inefficiencies
and providing solutions. The teams have identified their initial concerns by talking with Mark
Tankell, the mailroom supervisor, completing a Gemba Walk and conducting a few surveys to
receive feedback on the current mailroom process. The team created an initial list of project
alternatives. However, when 50 students and all 3 employees were surveyed, the results of the
survey brought on more project alternatives for us to analyze.
1.5 Project Alternatives:
1. Develop a card-reading system to merge student ID card numbers with every package
under a student’s name in the mailroom so the student may receive their packages. The
goal with this alternative is to allow students and mail room employees to retrieve
packages so that the maximum hold times on packages is reduced along with wait times.
7
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2.

3.

4.

5.

The main advantage of the alternative is a student, or anyone using the Marietta Campus
Mailroom, can simply walk to the window, scan their ID on the card-scanning device,
and the employee can retrieve whatever package is available for pickup. The other
advantages are the employee does not have to search the recipient’s name in a database to
find their package, it potentially eliminates time for find the correct package, and may
help reduce the number of days a package is held for the recipient. The disadvantages are
the system depends on the ability of the IT department to help the project team
implement the system, the system is more time consuming to create and implement and is
potentially more costly than other alternatives.
Develop an appointment-based system to set up a time for the recipient’s package to be
picked up by the recipient. The main advantage of this alternative is a student, or anyone
using the Marietta Campus Mailroom, can make an appointment based on the time they
want to retrieve their package, and the employee will have the package(s) ready before
the recipient arrives to claim the package(s). The other advantage of this alternative is it
may also reduce wait times for recipients to claim their package(s), it will potentially
allow for days packages are held to be decreased and may be implemented easily by the
KSU IT Department for use in the mailroom. The disadvantages of the system are it
depends on the IT Department to implement the system, the system may potentially fail
due to servers, and it suffer from a user interface that is poorly designed.
Rearranging the storage available in the mailroom to be able to hold more packages that
have been there after 15 days. The advantages of this solution are that instead of using the
current storage space available to the mailroom, the mailroom would have access to extra
shelves that can be used to hold more packages that have been held longer that 15 days
and it would be relatively easy to create system to sort the packages with the extra space.
The disadvantage(s) of this solution are that packages would be more spread-out and
harder for mailroom employees to find, it may potentially cause the employee to take
longer find a package with extra storage space, and it may be hard to gain approval for
this solution.
Frequent email notifications will allow students to be reminded that their package is
ready for pick up. Students are sent an initial email notification when their package is
scanned into the mailroom database. If the package is not picked up within the next 5
days another email will be sent. On the 10th day of no pickup, there will be a final email
notification. The advantages of this alternative are not only that it is very simple to
implement but it will serve as a great reminder for students. The more times that a student
can get a notification that their package is ready for pick up, the more likely they will
remember and go retrieve their package as soon as possible. As for a disadvantage, this
would not benefit those students that do not frequently check their emails. In this case,
text alerts can be more involved to make the notifications more convenient for those
students.
The Kennesaw State University mailroom have face to face(f2f) pick up alongside
package pickup via the Amazon lockers that are located on the second floor of the student
center and only hold 30 packages at a time. This alternative will allow students to reserve
a locker spot for a fee and will be able to pick up their package when they get the
8
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opportunity to. Some pros include presenting the opportuning for a source of revenue for
the university and will be a more convenient way for students to pick up their packages
without the constraint of mailroom hours of operation. Another pro is that it can also
eliminate and reduce f2f interaction. This is especially important with the current
pandemic that we are in. Now as for a con, if there are more than 30 students that would
like to reserve a locker, an issue that will arise as a result. Therefore, more lockers will
have to be created.
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Chapter 2: The Inspiration
2.1 Literature Overview
For the duration of this project, the project team researched numerous articles to assist in
analyzing potential solutions for the project. Before beginning analysis of each potential solution,
two articles were instrumental in helping the team decide on what metrics to use in analyzing
each potential solution. One metric, ease of process, is important because this metric will allow
the team to understand how the current mailroom process performs for the user, with the goal
being to make the customer, internal and external, happy with the process due to how easy it is
for the customer to interact with it [4]. The time metric, related to ease of process, is important
for much of the same reasoning as ease of process, because internal and external customers must
be happy with the time it takes to complete any process associated with the mailroom [4]. Lastly,
the metric of costs is important because the economical aspect of a solution should be analyzed if
the cost aspect will be substantial in decision making [17].
2.2 Locker System Review
As mailrooms become more visible and a key component of auxiliary services at many
universities around the country, some institutions revamp their facility to accommodate the new
technology that streamline service [5]. Many Universities have started to adapt to the new and
innovative trend of incorporating mail lockers systems for students to pick up packages. Many
institutions including Vanderbilt and East Tennessee State placed a “smart locker” system
outside the mail center for 24/7 access [5]. This makes it very simple for the student to pick up
their packages at their earliest convenience. At the University of South Carolina, majority of the
students pick up their packages between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. while the student mailroom closes at 5
p.m. [3]. Being able to get their package without a time restraint helps to reduce the level of
stress on the students.
Currently, Kennesaw State University at the Marietta Campus is utilizing a Locker Interface for
limited packages that reach a maximum of only 30 packages at a time. However, to go
completely contactless more lockers will be required to hold all packages. According to
Alternawork in Oakville, Ontario, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, “smart lockers” have been
essential to allowing them to deliver and securely store packages until the customer (office users)
are ready to pick up their packages [19]. As we are amid a pandemic, we must put those factors
into consideration as we think of implementing new solutions to improve the current mailroom
process at the Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus. Reducing face to face interaction
and simply getting rid of it all together by incorporating a 100% locker system is a great
alternative in response to current health climate in the world today.
2.3 Appointment System Review
Technology is something that can be used today to improve processes by “making for easier
work for campus workers and a better experience for students” [24]. It is important to
incorporate technology (when appropriate) in order to make processes easier for both employees
and those benefiting from a service. This can be done in the KSU Marietta Campus mailroom by
10
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using technology to implement an Appointment System. Currently, students walk in at times that
are convenient to them and ask for packages without warning. The Appointment System would
instead allow students to receive a link with their package notification that would guide them to
select when they plan to pick up their package from the mailroom. This is an efficient way for a
pickup notice to show up on the mailroom monitor when student will be coming to pick up their
package, that way it will be ready at the front counter or in a locker when they arrive [10]. This is
a great way to reduce wait time for students while also warning employees when a student will
arrive. It is important to always be looking for ways to improve efficiency in mailrooms and this
is a great way to do this at KSU [10].
2.4 Process Improvement Review
The Deming Philosophy urges organizations to never improve processes constantly. He stated
that improvement can be applied to every aspect of a process [22]. When one process is
optimized, one can move on to the next process and the next. This can be applied to the
Mailroom on the Marietta Campus by analyzing every aspect of package process. First, the team
conducted a Gemba Walk of the mailroom process from start to finish. From there, we did
research on ways to improve each aspect. Some aspects were already optimized or could not be
changed due to the university’s standards. However, the team was able to rework their
workspace by application of the Lean 6s methodology. “The 6S implementation process is
carried out following the Plan-Do-Check-Action cycle [7]. This cycle defined the changes made
to the workspace prior to implementation. The mailroom is now in the control stage. The control
standardizes the improvements to ensure they are maintained [23] This regulated the process
bears the capabilities of minimizing storage time and misplaced items and packages.
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Chapter 3: Project Elements
3.1 Problem Solving Approach
Due to circumstances beyond the control of the project team, the solutions of a card scanning
system, appointment-based system, and locker system must be analyzed hypothetically.
However, in the improved utilization chapter of the report, the team has successfully
implemented the 6s and thus have made tangible progress for that solution. As such, the team
will analyze each solution as much as possible without going beyond what can be expected
without being able to implement and gather data for the project solutions. With each analysis, the
team will determine which solution is the best given all information made available to the team
with permissions for the information. In each analysis, three metrics will be used as appropriate,
with these metrics being costs, ease of process, and time.
3.2 Requirements
Several components will be required for the successful completion of the project over the course
of the Spring Semester. As mentioned above, the KSU IT Department was the project team’s
primary support in the creation and implementation of the Appointment System. However, we
will go beyond just the IT department and interact with students and employees to get
constructive feedback regarding the current process. This will, in the end, help support the
implementation of the various systems that we propose. For data collection and analysis, Excel
and Minitab will be used where it may be applied over the course of the project. For the
successful implementation of the Appointment System and Locker Reservation system, the
supervisor of the Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus Mailroom, Mark Tankell, will be
required, as he is main benefactor of the project and the main source of approval for anything
regarding the project.
At present, the requirements of the project have changed from our initial starting point. As such,
some requirements have been replaced, changed, or removed to fit the current state of the
project. One requirement that has remained the same is the continued support of students and
mailroom employees to assist the project team. One requirement that has been removed is
support from the IT Department because of not being able to use them to implement some of the
proposed solutions. Excel has been used to help analyze data and has remained a requirement for
that reason. Mark Tankell, the supervisor of the Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus
Mailroom, is still a major requirement as we must obtain permission from him and others to
access certain information needed for the project. Another requirement is any KSU Department
that can supply the team any information that will assist with the project.
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3.3 Flowchart

Figure 1: Mail Process Flowchart
The visual above expresses the current process of how packages are processed in and out of the
mailroom. As seen, the student will receive their package one of two ways; either via face to face
(f2f) pick up or through the locker interface. As the lockers only have 30 available spots, space is
limited therefore the other packages will be picked up via face to face at the mailroom office
located on the 1st floor of the Kennesaw State University Joe Mack Wilson Student Center.
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3.4 Budget:
To have an Engineering Consulting team work on this project, the mailroom would have to put
into account the amount of hours per week and the hourly rate of each team member to better
understand the total cost for this project to be carried out by a professional team. Ordinarily, an
engineering consultant has the hourly rate between $57 and $73, with a median of $64 an hour
[18]. The hourly cost is determined from the level of education and amount of practical work
experience of that consultant. For an estimated cost for a professional team to complete this
project with 0-4 years of experience and at least an undergraduate degree will be exemplified
below utilizing the members that have worked on this project.
Amount of time to complete project: 16 weeks
Raven Pierson – Project Manager; $64/hr ; 9 hr/week
$64/hr x 9 hr/week x 16 weeks = $9,216
Kailyn McLeod – Project Coordinator; $60/hr ; 7 hr/week
$60/hr x 7 hr/week x 16 weeks = $6,720
Brett Teems – Continuous Improvement Engineer; $64/hr ; 8.5 hr/week
$64/hr x 8.5 hr/week x 16 weeks = $8,704
Gabi Tawil – Process Analyst; $60/hr ; 7.5 hr/week
$60/hr x 7.5 hr/week x 16 weeks = $7,200
Total Cost:

=$9,216 + $6,720 + $8,704 + $7,200
= $31,840

3.5 Available and Required Resources:
•
•

•

Excel is needed for some of the statistical analysis that will be conducted throughout this
project especially in initial data collection and analysis.
Students will be main source of contact to provide constructive feedback on the services
that they received from the mailroom regarding the process of receiving their package(s).
Survey data will be collected from students to help further investigate and establish the
claim to proposed solutions.
Mailroom employees and supervisor, Mark Tankell will be utilized as a resource to help
with initial data collection, as well as information for potential process improvement.
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Chapter 4: Survey Data
4.1 Student Survey Analysis
To add value to our project and get the point of view of the students, the project team created a
survey that was to be completed by students who have used the Marietta Campus mailroom.
Within the survey, five questions would be asked to study how satisfied students were with the
services offered, and the ease of obtaining packages. From these five questions, five graphs
would be obtained with the results discussed below. We used these questions to measure the
likeness of the mailroom processes by students. Their perspectives brought great insight to the
team on how to proceed. This survey will enable the project team to measure the metric of ease
of process for each project solution that remains viable, and as the authors of the Facility
Management Handbook stated,” users will determine the success or failure of the mailroom” [4].

Figure 2: Student Survey Question 1
In the above graph, people were asked their satisfaction with the current number of email
notifications for when their package arrives on a scale of 1 to 5. Out of the respondents, 38.2%
were very satisfied with the current number of notifications, while 5.5% were very dissatisfied
with the current number. Next, 27.3% of respondents were satisfied with the current number of
notifications, while 9.1% were dissatisfied with the current number of notifications. Lastly, 20%
of respondents were simply neutral with the current number of notifications. Analyzing the
results of this graph, it is clear most respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the
current number of notifications, while few respondents were very dissatisfied or dissatisfied.
Respondents who answered neutral are not being satisfied, but not dissatisfied either with the
current amount of email notifications. These resulted showed that number of notifications is not
a problem we need to fix.
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Figure 3: Student Survey Question 2
In the above graph, people were asked their satisfaction with the current methods to pick up at
the Marietta Campus mailroom. Of all the respondents, 35.8% of those surveyed felt the currents
methods used were very satisfied with the way they picked up their packages, while 1.9% felt
very dissatisfied with the current methods used. Next, 34% of respondents were satisfied with
currents methods, while 5.7% felt dissatisfied with the current methods used. Finally, 22.6% of
respondents felt neutral regarding current methods used by the Marietta Campus mailroom. In
looking at the results of this graph, most respondents were very satisfied or satisfied with the
current process to pick up packages, with few respondents very dissatisfied or dissatisfied with
the current process. With the respondents answering neutral, this is seen as the respondents not
feeling satisfied but not dissatisfied with the current process. These results showed that most
students are comfortable with the mailroom processes and are satisfied.

Figure 4: Student Survey Question 3
In the above graph, people were asked their satisfaction with the current wait times when pickup
up their packages. Of the respondents, 22.6% were very satisfied with current wait times while
1.9% of respondents were very dissatisfied. Next, 30.2% of respondents felt satisfied with
16
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current wait times, while 1.9% of respondents were dissatisfied with current wait times. Lastly,
43.4% of respondents felt neutral towards current wait times. With analyzing these results, most
respondents were very satisfied or satisfied with current wait times, while very few were very
dissatisfied. A significant portion of respondents were neutral toward current wait times, thus
showing most respondents were indifferent to the wait times for receiving packages. Mark
Tankell explained to the team that the busiest times are at the beginning of a semester and at the
end of a semester.

Figure 5: Student Survey Question 4
In the above graph, students were asked how difficult it was to receive their packages in person
on a scale of 1 to 5. Of those who responded, 28.3% of respondents believed it was very easy to
obtain their package, while 1.9% percentage thought it was very difficult to collect their package.
As such, 37.7% of respondents answered that it was easy to receive their package, while 7.5%
answered that it was difficult to obtain their package. Of all respondents, 24.5% were neutral to
the question, and it is interpreted that these people did not have an easy time receiving packages,
but not a difficult time either. With an analysis of the graph, most respondents were able to
receive packages in person quite easily, while a few found it was difficult to obtain their
packages. These results showed that it is easy for most students to pick up in person.
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Figure 6: Student Survey Question 5
In the above graph, students were asked how difficult it was to receive their package from the
lockers located in Marietta Campus Student Center. Of the respondents, 62.3% of respondents
answered that it was quite easy to obtain their package, while 3.8% found it was difficult to
gather their package. As such, 15.1% of respondents found it was easy to collect their package,
while 3.8% answered that it was difficult to collect their package. Lastly, 15.1% of respondents
answered neutral, and it is considered that these individuals did not have an easy time obtaining
their package, but not a challenging time either. With analyzing the results of the graph, most
respondents had an easy time collecting their package from the lockers, while very few did not.
These results showed that students enjoy picking up packages from the lockers. From these
results, it sparked the project alternative to add even more lockers and cutting out face to face
pick-up entirely.
4.2 Open Response Feedback from Survey - Students
The last question on the survey was optional. It stated, “What suggestions do you have for
improving the mailroom’s processes?” From these responses, we met to analyze the responses
and create a path forward based on their opinions. The responses are as follows:
1. Creating a way to get packages delivered to your dorm during the weekends.
2. If carriers are unable to discern who the packages belong to, I think it should be standard
procedure for them to then ask whoever is in the office about them.
3. I don’t receive mail on campus anymore but when I used to pick up my mail there, I
would be confused on what to do. So maybe provide better instructions for students to
follow.
4. I haven’t picked up a package from the Marietta mail room in about 2 years but when I
did, everything was smooth and easy. I guess they could use the lockers more to avoid
having to go to the mail counter that isn’t always open, but it was never an issue for me.
5. Maybe provide more accurate estimation time when the package will be delivered.
6. Open mailroom after bookstore closes.
18
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7. A couple more notifications would be nice! This was my experience a couple years ago.
There needs to be a better process for when I am not picking a package up at the locker.
That usually took a bit of time and lines would build up.
4.3 Employee Survey
Alongside gathering information regarding the student's perspective of the mailroom process, we
also ventured to receive the employee perspective. This gave an inside look at what could be
improved from the internal customers that are a part of the mailroom process. Questions were
proposed referring to the implementation of a potential appointment system, the possibility of
going completely to locker interface system, as well as their level of satisfactory with the current
mailroom process. From these five questions, five graphs would be obtained with the results
discussed below.

Figure 7: Employee Survey Question 1
From the graph above, we can see that the two mailroom employees are neutral when it comes to
being neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with the current process for student pick up of packages in
the mailroom. This exemplifies that the current process is alright, however there is room for
improvement regarding the pick-up package process.
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Figure 8: Employee Survey Question 2
From the graph above, it is evident that the employees feel that it would not be useful to schedule
pick up and arrange an appointment system for students to pick up their packages. This gives us
the employee perspective as far as the appointment system is concerned. The employees may
feel that the appointment system will greatly impact their current workload, which in the end
have an unfavorable impact.

Figure 9: Employee Survey Question 3
By looking at figure 11, one employee viewed finding student packages with ease and rated the
question with a 4 (easy). Meanwhile, the other mailroom employee rated the question with a 3
(neutral). From this, we can gather that it is very simple to find student packages as students
approach the counter.
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Figure 10: Employee Survey Question 4
Lastly, the graph above in Figure 12 shows the response from the employees regarding their
comfort level with implementing a 100% locker package pick up which relates to our solution on
creating a locker system. As one employee was comfortable with this idea, the other employee
was very uncomfortable with the idea of no face-to-face interactive system. As this might be a
newly innovated idea with the pandemic that we are in, individuals may have differing opinions
with this idea.
4.4 Open Response Feedback from Survey - Employees
The last question on the survey was optional. It stated, “If you could change one thing about the
mailroom or the process for package pickup, what would it be?” From these responses, we met to
analyze the responses and create a path forward based on their opinions. The responses are as
follows:
1. “Where and how we store the mail/packages. In order by last name is efficient but the
actual capacity could be improved.”
2. “Add a scanner or tap station so we can see the student’s id quicker than them showing us
their card.”
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Chapter 5: Locker System
5.1 Current Locker System
The Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus mailroom has a Locker System incorporated
into their everyday processing of mail. However, this system is only used for a max of 30
packages on a first come, first serve basis. Meanwhile the remaining packages for that day will
be received via face-to-face pickup at the mailroom office center located in the Kennesaw State
University Bookstore. While the mailroom office hours are from 8 AM – 5 PM Monday to
Thursday and from 8 AM – 4 PM on Friday, the lockers are available to students for pickup 24/7.
This is not only a very convenient and simple process for students to use, but it is also sensitive
to the hectic student schedules they have during the semester.

Figure 11: Campus Postal Service Lockers
Above is an image of the locker system at the Marietta campus. As we can see, it is neatly placed
on the second floor of the Joe Mack Wilson Student Center, while the mailroom office is located
on the first floor. According to Mark Tankell, Kennesaw State University utilizes lockers from
Amazon alongside lockers supplied by Quadient. In the past, Kennesaw State was renting
lockers to figure out if they were effective and a great fit for the students and the mailroom. After
a few years of a trial run with the lockers, the university is in the process of purchasing the
lockers as it has greatly contributed to the success of the students and mailroom.
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5.2 Process of Locker Pickup
The following steps include the entire process that a student would go through to pick up their
package via locker interface.
Step 1: Select “Pick Up Package” to continue the process of collecting package from locker.

Figure 12: Initial Pick-Up Screen
Step 2: Enter the 4-digit code that was presented in the email sent directly from the Kennesaw
State University mailroom regarding picking up that specific mail package.

Figure 13: Enter Digit(s) or Barcode Screen
Step 3: In last to final phase, to open the locker with package, student must place their signature
within the box and select “Continue” to complete then process.
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Figure 14: Signature Screen
Step 4: Proceeding signature screen, a locker will automatically open for the student to receive
their package. A waring note is prompted on the screen alongside where the student can find the
locker as well as instructions on what to do with locker.

Figure 15: Pick Up Package Screen
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5.3 Creating Locker Reservation System
The goal of implementing a Locker Reservation System is to go through with a 100% digital
interface for mail package pick up. As seen through the whole process of locker pickup,
everything is done through the interface system. This will, therefore, eliminate face to face
interaction with the Kennesaw State mailroom office center. As this may be unfavorable to some
employees, it is very favorable among the students. As the student survey exemplified, many
students were concerned for picking up packages when the bookstore was closed (as the
mailroom is located within that facility) alongside not being able to pick up packages due to
hours of operations. This solution will reduce that concern for students.
The metric for ease of process greatly contributed to this solution. One of the key ideals of a
university is to be willing to contribute to giving their students the best college experience and
helping their journey be enjoyable, progressive, and simple by having essentials at the student’s
fingertips. For example, if a student needs help with a particular subject, then a tutor is readily
available. If a student needs assistance with editing a paper or resume, the writing center is
always there to lend a helping hand. As for when a student needs a convenient and easy way of
picking up their mail packages, the locker system is there to better serve the student.
5.4 Additional Lockers
The team gathered data from over 50 students on campus who have interacted with the mailroom
systems. One of the questions stated, “How easy or difficult is it for you to pick up your package
in the lockers?” The team measured on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being very difficult and 5 being
very easy. 62.3 percent of surveyors showed that they felt that it was very easy to pick up their
packages in the lockers. Based on this information, the team will be performing Cost-Benefit
Analysis on how much getting new lockers would cost versus the benefit of having more lockers.
For this option, we would eliminate the process of picking up packages in the mailroom all
together. Students would still get their letter mail from the mailroom.
One way to add more lockers is to make a small smart locker available to only students who live
on campus [5]. One example of a potential smart locker that could be used is the Harbor Smart
Package Locker System, a small smart locker which holds room for select number of packages at
a price of $7,590 [9]. Of course, without approval from not only the mailroom manager, Mark
Tankell, but the various departments that would be involved in the purchase and setup of any
smart locker, then this option will not help in the addition of more lockers. As such, using this
option is expensive even for a small smart locker, and may not be the best option right now.
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Chapter 6: Appointment System and Card Reader
6.1 Challenges of the Solution
Through the duration of this project, many challenges were presented to the team. As many
challenges were easily taken care of, the challenge of getting help from the KSU IT Department
proved insurmountable. For this solution, the project team attempted to implement an
Appointment System in the Marietta Campus mailroom, of which heavily relied on the KSU IT
Department to create the necessary technological requirements for a basic appointment system.
Starting on February 4th, two group members submitted a request to the KSU IT Department to
help create an Appointment System. A reply would be given, and a meeting would be held with a
group member and Chris Vincenzi on February 14th to talk about how to create the appointment
system. The project team would then wait on a reply spanning a period of approximately a month
when a team member met again with Chris Vincenzi on March 15th. The last meeting with Chris
Vincenzi resulted in the project team learning that the KSU IT Department would not be able to
implement any appointment-based system.
As mentioned in the above paragraph, the project team faced many challenges in the past, and
will face several future challenges to complete the project. For the foreseeable future, the team
sees that obtaining help from various IT students working in conjunction with the KSU IT
Department would be the only way to create an actual Appointment System as suggested by
Christ Vincenzi. However, the potential for any IT student to agree to help is highly improbable,
and thus this solution would be extremely hard to implement in this way considering the time
constraints of the project.
6.2 Overcoming the Challenge
To overcome these challenges the team was persistent in contacting KSU IT Department, so the
team was able to present the mailroom with a reliable solution. The team was able to suggest that
the mailroom implement this process but were not able to implement the process due to time
constraints and the authorizations necessary to proceed. The team continue to promote the
importance of technology in the mailroom as well as saving time for customers of mailroom, as
survey results show how the convenience of an Appointment System would benefit students.
While this challenge might have altered the process, the team emphasizes the importance of a
system like this eventually being put into use in the mailroom.
6.3 Card Reader Option
Paired with the Appointment System is using a card scanning device to help mailroom
employees locate students’ packages easier by allowing students the ability to scan their Talon
Cards, which therefore allows the mailroom employees to find the appropriate package(s). Due
to the nature of the setup of such a card scanning device, using this device would require help
from the KSU IT Department and thus would not be able to be implemented without their help.
As such, a card scanning device currently used by Kennesaw State University is called a PS4101
and must be purchased individually [2]. The cost of a single PS4101 unit would be $235.34 [2].
Though the price of the unit would not be that expensive, the KSU IT Department would have to
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spend time creating other servers, or anything else that would be needed to support the device, of
which would take an unknown amount of time and money. With other projects being a higher
priority for the IT Department, using a card scanner device for the mailroom would not be a good
option currently.
Along with discussing the costs and time, the appropriate results of the employee survey should
be discussed for the card scanning device. From the employee survey, Figure 11 shows that the
current process is somewhat easy for the few mailroom employees to use, though feedback from
one of the employees does indicate a desire for a card scanning device in the future. Coupled
with the potential high labor costs, long labor time, and results of the survey, it would not be the
best time to use the card scanning device.
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Chapter 7: Improved Utilization of Mailroom Office
There are numerous quality and lean engineering concepts that relate to process improvement
and eliminating waste. When it came to discussing concepts that would be of best interest for
improving the mailroom office, the main concepts that would be of interest are Kaizen, Lean 6s,
and Juran Trilogy. These 3 concepts have been learned and mastered in the team’s coursework
throughout our years at Kennesaw State University.
7.1 Kaizen Philosophy
Kaizen is a Japanese originated word meaning continuous improvement. It is not only known to
improve the operations of a company, but it also involves the employees as they are critical to
the improvement process. Now, Kaizen is primarily used in the manufacturing environment,
however it can be applied to other industries as well. To produce an increase in productivity and
efficiency within a company, in this case, the Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus
mailroom, Kaizen can be used as a foundation to better improve that company’s current process
and/or system. According to Investopedia, “Some of the key objectives of the kaizen philosophy
include quality control, just-in-time delivery, standardized work, the use of efficient equipment,
and the elimination of waste. “A few of these objectives will be touched on throughout this
chapter.
7.2 Lean 6s
The concept of Lean 6s is composed of 6 main components. Those main components are Sort,
straighten (also known as Set in Order), Shine, Standardize, Sustain, and Safety. Each
component has a specific objective to solve. Sort helps to visualize what is unnecessary in the
space and eliminate those things. Therefore, only making space for things that are a necessity.
Straighten describes allocating items to their correct placement. Meanwhile, Shine is also known
as “systematic cleaning” and promotes a continuous process of maintaining a clean and orderly
workplace. Standardize is used to organize the process and ensure 6s in performed by setting
checklists or labels where needed. This is to make sure consistency and order are in place.
Sustain takes a different approach as it is in place to motivate employees to incorporate six sigma
procedures each day. This is done by keeping people educated on what it takes to have an
effective workspace. Finally, Safety’s objective is to ensure that a workspace is safe for everyone
involved in the process. Therefore, making sure that all emergency procedures are intact and that
employees know how to react during an emergency.
To further investigate how the team could improve the mailroom office, we decided to go and
inspect the office. As we look around, we thought to take a couple of photos so we could
reference back when needed and to compare when we implement new ideals to improve. Below
are photos from the mailroom on 3/5/21 at 9:30 am as well as a table that expresses the 6s in
relation to the mailroom office space and the many ways to improve this office area utilizing
each component.
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Table 1: 6s in Mailroom Office
6s Component
Sort

Straighten

Shine

Standardize

Sustain

Safety

Ways to Implement Component
-trash and mail bins should be placed out the
way of traffic flow (suggest being placed near
file cabinet)
- desk, file cabinets, top of mail storage areas
should be clear of unneeded items and/ or
labeled according if needed
- All packages should be placed in storage
area as all letter mail be placed in office area
slots
-wall standards should be visible for all
-create area for dry erase marker (get a bin or
wall unit for them)
-clear path for foot traffic flow
-clear labels for all areas of office space and
storage
-All items/areas amongst office space and
storage must have labels (keeps everything
organized as it is inconsistent)
-Mailroom is continue being open to
innovative ideas, proven by letting us help to
find ways to improve the current process and
being willing to incorporate 6s procedures. --Performance is satisfactory as the average
pick up time for packages is 2 days.
-All items should continue to be protected by
being kept in storage where access is limited
to employees only.
-All necessary safety equipment should
continue to be present and emergency exit
signs labeled.
-Floors and desk should stay clear and electric
cords as this is the way to avoid tripping
alongside unneeded items on the desk.
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Before:

Figure 16: Mailroom Schedule and Tasks Area

Figure 18: Mailroom Desk (A)

After:

Figure 17: Revised Mailroom Schedule and
Tasks Area

Figure 19: Improved Mailroom Desk (A)
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Figure 20: View of Office Area (A)

Figure 21: Improved View of Office
Area A

Figure 22: View of Office Area (B)

Figure 23: Revised View of Office
Area (B)
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Figure 24: File Cabinet Area

Figure 25: Revised File Cabinet Area

Figure 26: Mailroom Desk (B)

Figure 27: Improved Mailroom Desk
(B)
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According to “Application of Lean 6s Methodology,” lean principles aid the system in avoiding
inefficiencies, displacements and eliminating waste of time and space. The team created a more
organized and safer workplace for the mailroom employees. The team removed the trashcans
from the walkway and put the markers in a basket as seen in Figure 17. The team also eliminated
the unnecessary items on the student work desk as exemplified in Figure 19. Next, the team
printed labels for oversized packages and extra packaging mailers. The team cleared the
walkway of the rolling cart and other objects in the walkway. The rolling cart is used to grab
packages from the pack when students pick up packages. It will be brought out and put back in
the back as needed. Those changes are demonstrated in Figure 20, 21, 22, and 23. In Figure 27,
the team added labels to the extra mailers under the desk. In Figure 25, the team added a label for
the packages that needed to be returned. At first, the team thought that these boxes weren’t
needed. However, the mailroom employees explained that this is where they keep packages that
will be returned to senders. Employees return these packages every Friday. By assigning each
item to a home and labeling areas, the team have standardized the workspace. These changes will
impact the efficiency of organizing packages as they come in and minimize mistakes.
7.3 Juran Trilogy
Quality Planning (Quality by Design)
KSU Marietta campus implemented a mail room process for students to receive packages from
various shipping centers and pick them up on campus. This process was designed for employees
to distributed packages to students who come into the office after receiving email notifications.
Quality Control (Process Control & Regulatory)
A locker pickup system was implemented into the process to allow students to pick up packages
without employees being present. This was created to prevent packages from sitting on the
shelves for too long with students who have schedules that might not allow for pickup during the
hours of employee operations. A 15 day pick up policy was also put into place to ensure
packages are not wasting room on the shelves. If a package is not picked up after 15 days, it is
returned to sender. Labels are also placed all around the office to control the organization process
that takes place.
Quality Improvement (Lean Six Sigma)
The KSU Marietta Campus mailroom is always open to improvements and suggestions made.
This is evident in the way they allow our team to observe their current process and make
suggestions. With Six Sigma implementations we will be able to keep the space efficient and
enhance to student package pickup experience.
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Chapter 8: Project Development
8.1 Summary and Discussion of Each Solution
In the smart locker solution presented in Chapter 5, perhaps the most important aspect of using
the current lockers there is the ease of using them for packages after the mailroom closes. From
the student survey conducted, students want to be able to easily pick up their packages after the
mailroom closes. Thus, the current use of smart lockers has been very successful for the
university on the Marietta Campus. However, the addition of more smart lockers may benefit the
university for use by students, though these benefits would be likely felt by on-campus students
and faculty.
For the Appointment System and Card Reading Device solution given in Chapter 6, the most
important detail was the fact that the Appointment System could not be implemented due to time
constraints and without the proper clearance to create the system. As such, this was largely due
to prolonged responses from the KSU IT Department, though the IT Department did try to
attempt creating this system, however other projects were of higher priority. In the card reading
portion of the solution, the Card Reading Device is relatively inexpensive to purchase, though
the problem lies in the labor and time involved with implementation. It could take an unknown
amount of time create a server and other parts of software needed for the Card Reading Device,
and thus labor costs could very well outweigh the benefits of the device.
For the utilization of the mailroom solution exhibited in Chapter 7, the most important part was
the improving the office space by emphasizing the use of labels amongst other ideals using the
Lean Six Sigma concept of 6s. In the solution, various before and after pictures were taken to
exemplify the changes the team implemented in the mailroom office space. With those changes,
the team would ensure that mailroom employees would be able to work more efficiently while
making these changes at an extremely low-cost.
All the selected solutions were equally promising in the beginning of the project, though this
changed over time. As such, the Locker System is still a worthy solution, if Kennesaw State
University decides to use more smart lockers for their students and faculty. The Card Reader
Device and Appointment System solution may still be useful, if it is completely implemented by
Kennesaw State. Lastly, the utilization of the mailroom has already provided benefits for the
mailroom and the employees.
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Chapter 9: Project Final
9.1 Conclusions and Recommendations
As of now, the mailroom has a solid foundation and process in progress. However, as a team, we
decided to formulate ideas that would better enhance their current process. Based on our results
from the analysis of all 3 solutions, we suggest that the mailroom at Kennesaw State University
further consider these solutions as they would be of benefit for both the students and employees.
Since the students and employees of mailroom are the main users of this facility, it only makes
sense to have processes and systems in place that would make their life more simple and easier.
In conclusion, we have 3 recommendations for the mailroom. First, the mailroom should
continue to implement the lean six sigma concept of 6s. This concept will not only uphold a
standard within the office space, but it will also keep the office area clean and free of clutter. The
employees mentioned how organized and neat the office area was after the 6s was implemented
by the team. This is something that the employees raved about and seemed to open to keeping
around to ensure a certain standard within the office. Secondly, it is recommended that the
mailroom invest into purchasing more lockers for the students. The lockers are the most
convenient way for students to receive their packages as it is available to them 24/7. If the
lockers were placed in the dorm and apartment building on campus, that would make it even
more convenient and easily accessible to students that live on campus. Lastly, the mailroom
should look into having the card reader implemented, if it is cost effective for the University.
According to the employee survey, the employee’s expressed that this feature would be great
addition to the mailroom as they will be able to find all students packages with one simple tap.
This would be helpful for the employees retrieve all packages and package related information
for student quicker as well as for the student to receive all the packages and package information
faster than the norm.
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Appendix C: Reflections
Throughout this project, the team has learned several lessons that can be applied in each
member’s future career. First, the team learned to communicate effectively with each team
member to overcome challenges for project goals. From the efforts of each team member, it is
apparent that a team must communicate effectively about tasks that need to be completed while
ensuring the team knows the status of every task.
The second lesson the team learned was building a working relationship with the client, and, for
the team, ensuring the team worked with the client’s restrictions. In conducting this project
around the Marietta Campus mailroom, each group member learned how to effectively work
towards the client’s goals. For example, if one solution doesn’t work for the client, then
analyzing and proposing another solution is the way to go in order to achieve what the client
wants.
Lastly, the team came to understand that it is important that each team member is competent in
their assigned work function and the tasks required for that position. For each group member, it
was imperative the team members knew how to accomplish each assigned task so that the
project’s goals could be achieved. Though as individuals, the team learned to be competent so
that each member could complete their tasks in a timely and efficient manner.
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Appendix D: Team Assigned Tasks
Table 2: Team Assignment
Team Members
Project Coordinator

Tasks (Responsibilities given
to team members)
Created Project Schedule
Researched IE concepts that
apply to project
Completed design
requirements and
specifications for Solution 1
Attended meetings with Mark
Tankell and team to present
ideas
Assisted Gabi with IDR
PowerPoint for design
requirements and
specifications
Researched other mailroom
processes for ideas to
improve KSU mailroom
Took a Gemba walk with
Raven and Mark Tankell
Met UTIS with Brett to
discuss project details
Created and distributed
online survey to students to
gather data about current
processes
Performed research on how
other mailrooms operate
Researched ways to create a
digital layout of the mailroom
Collaborated with team on
literature review
Implemented 6s in mailroom
with Kailyn and Brett
Analyzed and explained the
graphs for employee surveys
Assisted with creating
employee surveys

Percentage complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
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Project Manager

Frequently communicated
with Mark Tankell about
details regarding locker
system
Editted CDR and adjusted
report format and appendix
Proposed Senior Design
Project to Mark Tankell
Conducted Gemba Walk with
Kailyn and Mark Tankell
Made final revisions to IDR
report
Formulated the basis for PDR
report
Submitted all assignments on
time
Facilitated multiple weekly
team meetings
Monitored/Maintained
project progress via project
schedule
Delegated portions of project
evenly with each team
member
Assisted with researching
articles and other literature
for review
Kept informed of all project
changes, concerns, and
updates
Regularly attended meeting
with team and Mark Tankell
Conducted in-person survey
with Brett
Further researched articles
and other texts for literature
review
Worked with Gabi to
implement the 6s and other
Lean Six Sigma concepts in
mailroom improvement

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100% Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
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Process Analyst

Conducted mailroom
improvement walkthrough
with Brett
Worked with team to
formulate student survey
regarding mailroom process
Collaborated with team on
literature review for process
improvement
Implemented 6s in mailroom
with Raven and Brett
Created and distributed
student surveys
Created graphs for student
survey
Compared project reports to
other papers to reference their
citation format
Wrote the executive summary

100 % Complete

Wrote the project final

100 % Complete

Drafted and created a budget
for the project
Revised and edited FDR
report
Delegated tasks to meet FDR
deadline
Virtually attended Gemba
walk with Raven
Attended and gave input to
bi-weekly team meetings
Proposed ideas to Mark
Tankell about implementing
an appointment system or
holding fees
Contributed to IDR Report

100 % Complete

Submitted IT request about
implementing a system for
appointments
Contacted Paul Hearn from
IT about installing QLess
system into the mailroom

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
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Researched articles on
mailroom process
Further researched to gather
appropriate articles for
literature review
Helped formulate questions
for a survey to provide
statistical data
Worked with Raven to
implement Lean Six Sigma
concepts to the KSU
mailroom for improvement
Created and designed PDR
PowerPoint Presentation
Created and designed IPR
PowerPoint Presentation
Researched how data is
gathered in other mailroom
operations
Collaborated with team on
ways to improve literature
review and research
Work with on a call with
Raven, Brett, and Kailyn on
6s were implemented in the
mailroom
Analyzed graphs

100 % Complete

Corrected table of contents
formatting
Referenced other formats to
complete new part of
literature review
Created CDR presentation

100 % Complete

Met with team to discuss
improvements made with
project
Created FDR PowerPoint
Presentation
Made improvements to 6s
comparison in FDR report
Created Overall Presentation

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
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Continuous Improvement
Engineer

Created Gantt Chart for IDR

100 % Complete

Met with Mark Tankell
several times to discuss ideas
related to the project
Helped make PPT for IDR
presentation
Went on Gemba walk with
Kailyn and Mark Tankell
Met with Chris Vincenzi to
discuss IT support of project
solutions
Helped decide which
resources were needed in
IDR report and PowerPoint
Recorded meetings with
Mark Tankell and Chris
Vincenzi
Met with UTIS with Kailyn
to submit ticket for IT
support
Helped to write IDR report
and PowerPoint
Helped create survey with
team regarding mailroom
process
Helped to analyze survey
results with Kailyn
Met with Chris Vincenzi to
discuss if IT Department
could support the team
Helped team write, edit, and
format PDR report
Helped format IPR report as
needed
Assisted Gabi in creating IPR
PowerPoint Presentation
Worked with Kailyn and
Raven to implement 6s in
mailroom
Helped to research metrics
for the project to be used in
analysis

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
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Met with Mark to discuss
smartlocker information
Helped to analyze project
alternatives with team
Assisted in creating CDR
presentation
Researched smartlocker
example for analysis
Helped to format CDR report
with team
Helped format FDR report

100 % Complete

Wrote the
Acknowledgements section
of the report
Wrote the contents of
Chapter 8
Wrote the contents of
Appendix C
Helped edit FDR report

100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

100 % Complete
100 % Complete
100 % Complete

In the above table, the various tasks that have been assigned to each member is shown, along
with percentage completed on the task. Each member was assigned multiple tasks to complete
the goals of the project, of which many tasks have been accomplished. The table will be updated
as needed throughout the project.
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Appendix E: Gantt Chart
Gantt Charts
Figure 28: Gannt Chart from 1/11/21 to 2/26/21

Figure 29: Gantt chart from 2/26/21 to 4/1/21
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Figure 30: Gantt chart from 4/1/21 to 5/4/21

The three figures above give a detailed schedule of the project from start to finish. This will help
guide the team to stay on track and measure project progress. The schedule covers very specific
tasks alongside the team members that will complete that assigned task(s). The team will work
efficiently and collectively to complete each task to completion. The project schedule was
created utilizing MS Project and will be adjusted as needed to complete this project in a timely
manner.
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Appendix F: Survey
1.1 Student Survey
Rate the following questions by circling the number that corresponds with your answers.
1. Are you satisfied with the current way the mailroom lets you pick up your package?
(1 = very dissatisfied, 10 = very satisfied)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Are you satisfied with the way you were notified about your package?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Are you satisfied with the current wait time when receiving your package?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. How easy or difficult is it for you to pick up your package in person?
(1 = very easy, 10 = very difficult)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. How easy or difficult is it for you to pick up your package in the lockers?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. What suggestions do you have for the mailroom regarding their current process?
Free Response:
1.2 Employee Survey
Rate the following questions by circling the number that corresponds with your answers.

1. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the current process for students picking
up packages in the mailroom?
(1 = very dissatisfied, 5 = very satisfied)
1
2.

2

3

4

5

Would a scheduled pick-up be useful for reducing student wait times during the
peak season (also known as the beginning of the semester)?
YES NO

3. When a student arrives at the counter, how easy or difficult is it for you to find all
their packages?
(1 = very difficult, 5 = very easy)
1

2

3

4

5
50
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4. How comfortable would you be with eliminating face to face package pick-up and
converting to 100% locker package pick-up?
(1 = very uncomfortable, 5 = very comfortable)
1

2

3

4

5

5. If you could change one thing about the mailroom or the process for package
pickup, what would it be?
Free Response:
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